A real-time dynamically tunable-focus microlens array made from a polymer-liquid-crystal (LC) composite is demonstrated. The polymer was first patterned in microlens array cavities by lamination, and the LC -monomer mixture was then injected to the molded polymer cavities and finally stabilized by UV lightinduced networks. Using this new fabrication method, we demonstrated a lens with a spherical shape and a glazed surface. This LC-based microlens can reach ϳ100% light efficiency for linearly polarized light. The saturation voltage of the lens is ϳ60 V rms , and the response time is ϳ30 ms.
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Tunable-focus LC microlens arrays are especially attractive because of their wide applications in optoelectronics, integrated optics, information processing, and optical communications. Several approaches, such as zone patterned structures, 2 hole or hybrid-patterned electrodes, 3, 6, 7 surface-relief profiles, 8, 9 and the inhomogeneous polymer network LC technique, 10 have been proposed. Among them, a lens with a surface-relief prof ile that combines a passive solid-state lens and a LC modulator possesses several merits, e.g., simple fabrication, a single electrode, and the fact that it is easy to obtain a spherical phase profile within the LC layer. Two attempts to generate surface-relief LC microlens arrays, using lithography 8 and polymer patterning through a specially designed photomask, 9 have been demonstrated. Not only is the lithography technique complicated but also it is difficult to control the relief surface of each microlens with a perfect spherical surface. It is also diff icult to control the lens shape with the polymer patterning technique, and the lens surface that is formed is rather rough as a result of the random phase separation between the LC and the prepolymer. Therefore, obtaining microlens arrays with high optical performance while keeping the fabrication process simple remains a challenging task.
In this Letter we demonstrate a method of preparing microlens arrays with polymer-LC composite materials. The polymer is first molded to show microlens array patterns by use of a lamination technique.
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Instead of coating an alignment layer on the concave surfaces of the polymer microlens arrays, we use a polymer network to stabilize the LC alignment. The introduction of the polymer network into the LC bulk is found to restrain the LC's disclination during focus change 6 and also to greatly improve switching speed because of the strong anchoring force of the polymer networks. 10 In comparison with other tunable microlenses, our new fabrication methods enable us to obtain an ideal spherical shape and a glazed surface for each microlens. Consequently, imaging quality and optical eff iciency are greatly improved.
The materials used in this study are a commercial UV-curable prepolymer (NOA65; its refractive index is n p 1.524), monomer RM-82, the photoinitiator benzophenone, and a nematic LC (TL-216; its ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices are n o 1.523, Dn 0.211). Monomer RM-82 (from Merck) is a rodlike molecule with an acrylic functional group at each end. On UV exposure, monomers form polymer networks that stabilize the LC alignment. In our studies the LC, monomer, and photoinitiator were mixed in a 97:2.9:0.1 ratio. The LC TL-216 was chosen because its n o is almost identical to the n p of NOA65. This index matching plays an important role in widening the tunable range of the focal length. Figure 1 shows the procedure for fabricating the LC microlens arrays. The f irst step is to pour NOA65 prepolymer onto an indium tin oxide glass substrate. A planar glass-based convex microlens array (Isuzu Glass, Japan) was used as a stamper to laminate the NOA65 material, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The thickness and the diameter of each microlens are 45 and 450 mm, respectively. The second step is to cure the laminated NOA65 with UV light (10 mW͞cm 2 for 10 min), as shown in Fig. 1(b) . After UV exposure, the third step is to remove the stamper. At this stage, the solid plano -concave microlens arrays are formed on the bottom substrate, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . If the sample is heated from the stamper side, then the stamper can be easily peeled off without damaging the concave polymer microlens. The final step is to inject the LC-monomer mixture into the recessed portions of the concave polymer microlenses and seal them with a top indium tin oxide glass substrate, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . To obtain homogeneous LC alignment we coated the inner surface of the top substrate with a polyimide layer and rubbed in one direction. The LC mixture was heated above its clear point and then slowly cooled to room temperature. The sealed cell was then exposed to UV light at ϳ10-mW͞cm 2 intensity for 60 min to form polymer networks. The UV curing was conducted at room temperature.
To inspect the optical quality of the LC microlens arrays we first investigated their gradient refractive index by observing the interference fringes between the ordinary and extraordinary rays and imaging a letter R through the LC microlens arrays, using a polarized optical microscope. A green f ilter (l 546 nm) was placed between crossed polarizers. Figure 2(a) shows the interference fringes at null voltage. The rubbing direction of the LC sample was oriented at 45 ± with respect to the fast axis of the linear polarizer, and the analyzer was crossed. The magnification of the ocular was 103. In this circumstance a set of concentrically circular rings was observed. When the LC sample was rotated so that its rubbing direction was parallel to the polarizer's axis, the interference fringes disappeared, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , indicating that the LC alignment was homogeneous. To observe the imaging properties of the LC sample we placed a small object (letter R) below the analyzer. The rubbing direction was adjusted to be parallel to the analyzer's transmission axis. By tuning the distance between the ocular (53) and the LC sample, we observed a clear image of the object through each microlens, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . If the rubbing direction was perpendicular to the analyzer's axis, no image was observed [ Fig. 2(d) ]. Each cavity behaved as a microlens, and the lens was polarization sensitive. Figure 3 depicts the experimental setup for characterizing the focusing properties and response time of the LC microlens arrays. A He -Ne laser beam (l 633 nm) passing through a spatial filter and beam expander was used to illuminate the entire LC microlens arrays. The transmitted light was collected by an imaging lens (L1) with an effective focal length of 50.2 mm and detected by a CCD camera. The detected data were analyzed by a computer. To measure the focal length we focused the CCD camera on the microlens surface and then moved the microlens arrays toward the laser source until a sharp focal point was found. The distance that the sample traveled was equal to its focal length. 12 Figure 4(a) shows images of the focused spot patterns produced by the microlens arrays at V 0. Arrays of uniform bright spots can be clearly observed. The converging effect implies that this is a positive lens. The light-intensity prof ile of spot A was measured at V 0, 40, 60 V rms , as shown in Fig. 4(b) . At V 0 the peak intensity is strongest (ϳ2 3 10 4 arbitrary units). As the applied voltage increases, the LC directors in the polymer cavities are reoriented toward the electric field and the curvature of the refractiveindex prof ile is gradually f lattened. As a result the focal length of the microlens arrays increases and the measured peak intensity at the CCD focal plane decreases. When the voltage is further increased to 60 V rms , the focusing effect gradually vanishes and the spot intensity decreases dramatically (ϳ1.9 3 10 3 arbitrary units). This is because the LC's ordinary refractive-index matches that of the NOA65 prepolymer, so the curvature of the refractive-index gradient is nearly f lattened.
The voltage-dependent focal length of the microlens (spot A) was investigated, and the results are plotted in Fig. 5 . At a given voltage all the foci of the LC microlenses will appear in the same focal plane because the lens size and the polymer network LC structure are the same. From spot A, at V 0 the LC directors are aligned along the microlens cavity surfaces and the microlens exhibits the largest refractiveindex gradient prof ile. Thus the focal length is the shortest. The focal length is determined by the radius (r) of the lens, the LC cell gap (d), and the refractiveindex difference between the lens center and the polymer (dn) as f r 2 ͞2ddn. In our design, r 225 mm, d 45 mm, and dn 0.21, and we find that f ϳ 2.7 mm. However, the 3-wt.% polymer networks slightly decrease the birefringence, so the effective dn is smaller than 0.21. The measured focal length at V 0 is ϳ3 mm. As the voltage exceeds the threshold (V th ϳ 15V rms ), dn gradually decreases because of the LC reorientation along the electric f ield direction. Thus, focal length f gradually increases. From Fig. 5 , the focal length increases with the applied voltage in almost a quadratic function in the regime where V . V th . However, considering the diffraction effect and also the polymer network stabilization on LC molecules, the focal length of the LC microlens will gradually saturate in the high-voltage (V . 60 V rms ) regime. It is difficult to obtain a focal length at infinity using the present lens design.
The response time of the microlens was measured with a computer-controlled LabVIEW data acquisition system. When a gated square wave of 100-ms width and 60-V rms (1-kHz) pulse amplitude was applied to the LC cell, the response time (recorded from oscilloscope traces) from the focusing to less focusing (t 1 ) and from less focusing to focusing (t 2 ) states was measured to be ϳ30 ms. Increasing the voltage would shorten t 1 but would not affect t 2 . Without polymer networks, the response time for the 45-mm cell would be ϳ2 orders of magnitude slower. A major trade-off of using polymer networks is increased voltage. If a faster response time is needed, we could choose a lower-viscosity LC, increase polymer concentration, or use nanoscale LC droplets. 13 Each approach has its own technical challenges.
Compared with other tunable microlens technologies, our LC microlens arrays have several advantages, such as a simple fabrication process, plain electrodes on both substrates, an ideal concave spherical shape and glazed surface, no disclination line, and no diffraction effect. In theory the light eff iciency can reach 100% for a linearly polarized beam. Besides, the polymer stabilized microlens exhibits a reasonably fast response time. As with other polymer network stabilized LC cells, the stability of the lens structure is an important concern for practical applications. In our microlens arrays, if the operating voltage is kept below the saturation voltage (i.e., V , 70 V rms ), the polymer network is stable.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a simple method for fabricating tunable-focus LC microlens arrays. Without voltage, the microlens has a natural focal length as a result of its inherent gradient refractive-index prof ile. As the applied voltage exceeds a threshold, the LC reorientation occurs and the focal length of the microlens gradually increases. Using this method, one can fabricate both positive and negative LC microlenses or lens arrays fairly easily.
